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In the late 19th century the engineer William F. Durand (1859-1958) derived a series of 
approximation rules for use in numerical integration. These algorithms were based primarily 
on trapezoidal and parabolic interpolating formulas (which correspond to the two simplest 
formulas of the Newton-Cotes family of quadrature rules). This discussion reviews 
Durand’s derivations, with special attention given to the applied, practical perspective that 
lay behind development of his new numerical routines. It is proposed that Durand’s empha- 
sis was toward practical application of theoretical results. This led him to emphasize simplic- 
ity and applicability in his new routines for approximate integration and to consider height- 
ened accuracy as only a secondary concern. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Am Ende des neunzehnten Jahnhunderts leitete der Ingenieur William F. Durand (1859- 
1958) Integralann&herungen zum Gebrauch bei numerischen Integrationen ab. Diese Al- 
gorithmen beruhten hauptdachlich auf trapezoiden und parabelartigen Interpolationsfor- 
meln. (Die trapezoiden und parabelartigen Formeln entsprechen den zwei einfachsten 
Formeln der Newton-Cotes Familie von Quadraturverfahren.) Dieser Aufsatz gibt einen 
Riickblick auf die Ableitung von Durands Annaherungen. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit wird 
seiner praktischen Sichtweise gewidmet. Es wird behauptet, da8 Durand grol3es Gewicht auf 
die Verwendung der theoretischen Ergebnisse gelegt hat. Er hat also Nachdruck auf Ein- 
fachheit und Anwendbarkeit seiner neuen numerischen Annaherungen gelegt Genauigkeits- 
steigerung war nur von zweitrangiger Bedeutung. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
A la fin du siecle demier, l’ingenieur William F. Durand (1859-1958) developpa plusieurs 
methodes d’approximation en vue de leur utilisation pour l’integration numerique. Ces 
algorithmes reposent principalement sur des formules d’interpolation trapezoidale et para- 
bolique (correspondant aux deux plus simples formules de quadrature du type Newton- 
Cotes). Notre discussion reprend les &apes de l’elaboration par Durand de ces methodes en 
focalisant sur la perspective pratique et appliqute qui sous-tend la mise en forme de ses 
nouveaux algorithmes numeriques. Nous soutenons que l’importance don&e par Durand 
aux applications pratiques de resultats theoriques l’ont amene a priviligier la simplicite et 
l’applicabilite de ses nouvelles routines d’approximation des integrales et & considerer se- 
condaire leur precision. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
AMS 1980 subject classifications: Primary, OlA55, 65-03, 65D30; Secondary, 65UO5. 
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1. NUMERICAL ESTIMATION OF INTEGRAL QUANTITIES 
The problem of numerically evaluating a definite integral has a long and rich 
history (see [Dutka 1984; Engles 1980,7-9,276; Goldstine 1977, Sects. 4.6,4.11]). 
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Attention centers on the evaluation of 
I = I,” f (x)dx (1) 
when lf(x)dx possesses no closed-form expression or whenfis unknown. For the 
former case, the evolution of high-speed digital computers has allowed for devel- 
opment of fairly sophisticated integral approximations, which often employ adap- 
tive techniques [Press et al. 1986, Sect. 4.31 or spline interpolating functions [Yeh 
& Kwan 19781. These approaches often provide fairly accurate estimates of the 
true value in (l), but are very complex and will typically require computer imple- 
mentation. When such implementation is impractical or unavailable, simpler ap- 
proximations to (1) are often employed. This is also the case when the form of the 
integrand is unknown, and the numerical approximations to Z are based simply on 
observed values J = f(xJ, i = 0, . . . , N. In these settings, the simpler numerical 
algorithms evaluate I as some linear combination of the fi. Such routines are often 
called quadrature rules. 
The most well-known quadrature rules are those that approximatef(x) by some 
simple &h-order polynomial in the panel of area between each pair of abscissas. 
The integral of the interpolating polynomial is then easy to evaluate. This returns 
an m-panel estimate of Z in the form of a linear combination of the f;:. When the 
between-abscissa intervals are constant, i.e., xi = ~0 + ih, Vi = 0, . . . , m, these 
rules are known as Newton-Cotes rules, special cases of which include the trape- 
zoidal rule (m = 1) 
and Simpson’s rule (m = 2) 
[Press et al. 1986, Sect. 4.11. 
Given N + 1 pairs of observations (Xi, A), i = 0, . . . , N, one may estimate Z 
with an N-panel Newton-Cotes rule. In cases where these formulas are consid- 
ered undesirable (they can become cumbersome for large N), one can extend the 
lower panel rules by simply evaluating an m-panel rule over each adjacent set of m 
panels (m I N such that N/m is a whole number) and by adding together the 
results. The extended trapezoidal rule is simply 
while an extended form of Simpson’s rule (for even N) becomes 
(3) 
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One can also write fz(Xj, xk) to indicate the application of Simpson’s rule solely to 
the panels of area between xj and xk (j < k). Similar notation, ir(xj, xk), applies for 
the trapezoidal rule. (The Appendix contains a summary listing of all notations 
used for the various approximation formulas throughout this paper.) 
The trapezoidal rule in (2) is exact only for polynomials of order one or less. 
(Simpson’s rule is more accurate, but it is limited to an even number of panels.) 
Attempts have been made to improve on the trapezoidal rule’s approximation 
error while retaining much of its simplicity and general applicability. An early 
success was achieved in the late 19th century by William Frederick Durand (1859- 
1958), a professor of naval architecture and marine engineering at Cornell Univer- 
sity. Durand’s rule is applicable to problems in approximating areas and has the 
form 
iD = h {0.4(fo +f,) + l.l(fi +fNJ + YJ}. 
i=2 
(4) 
In what follows, Durand’s construction of (4) is reviewed. It is argued that this 
construction was motivated primarily by concerns of practical applicability and 
simplicity and that the more modern-day concern (as, perhaps, we might view it) 
of heightened accuracy was of only secondary importance. Indeed, much of this 
thesis is built on therecognition that Durand’s background as an engineer and 
teacher led him to emphasize concerns of practicality and simplicity throughout 
his mathematical research. The rule in (4) is seen to develop as a consequence of 
this emphasis. 
2. WILLIAM F. DURAND’S CAREER 
W. F. Durand was born on March 5, 1859, near the central coast of Connecti- 
cut, U.S.A. Perhaps his proximity to the shore influenced his desire to become a 
sailor, for he took his studies at the U.S. Naval Academy. Upon graduation in 
1880, he was assigned to oversee engine operations on the U.S.S. Tennessee 
[Terman 19761. After a 3-year tour of duty on the Tennessee, Durand spent 2 years 
teaching engineering at Lafayette College in Pennsylvania, under a U.S. Navy 
instructional detail. In 1888 he was awarded a Ph.D. from Lafayette (in absentia), 
on the basis of studies he began at the college. 
Durand enjoyed the time he spent teaching and left the Navy in 1887 to head a 
new mechanical engineering department at Michigan State University. He later 
took a similar position at Cornell University, as head of Cornell’s new postgradu- 
ate program in naval architecture and marine engineering. In 1904, he moved to 
the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Stanford University. He retired 
from Stanford in 1924. 
Durand was to become a highly respected naval and (as the technology devel- 
oped) aeronautical engineer, whose career spanned more than 60 years and in- 
volved activities in academia, government service, and professional leadership. In 
the latter two areas, Durand distinguished himself as a member (and chairman, 
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1917-1918) of the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics. In 1917, he was 
elected to the prestigious National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and, during World 
War II, served as chairman of the Engineering Division of the NAS’s National 
Research Council. Also among the many professional honors Durand received 
were election to Sigma Xi, the Scientific Honor Society (1891), election as presi- 
dent of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1924), and a series of 
awards and medals, including the prestigious Daniel Guggenheim Medal (1935). 
Further details on Durand’s life are available in Terman [1976] and in Durand’s 
autobiography [ 19531. Both sources reveal professional activities and publications 
in diverse fields. In mathematics, Durand is perhaps best recognized as the devel- 
oper of logarithmic cross-section paper [Durand 1893b], although his greatest 
scientific effort might well have been the organization and editing of the classic 
six-volume series on Aerodynamic Theory [Durand 1934- 19361. 
3. DURAND’S RULES FOR APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION 
In his engineering researches, Durand was known for his systematic, methodi- 
cal approach to the development of a practical solution for the problem at hand 
[Vincenti 19791. Applied mathematical computations were always necessary, and 
the need for careful numerical approximations in these computations often led 
Durand to consider the approximate methods themselves in greater detail. In 
particular, cases in which the algebraic form of a function of interest was unknown 
were recognized as common to engineering investigations. Examples included: 
The amount of discharge through an orifice under a determinately varying head or pressure, 
. . . [the] intensity of magnetization in an iron bar under a determinately varying magnetizing 
force, . . . [the] resistance of a ship at determinately varying speeds . . . [or,] the surface of 
a cut or fill, or the surface of a ship. [Durand 1894a, 135-1361 
Polynomial approximations were a favorite theme: Durand’s published works 
on mathematical approximations suggested a clear and practical understanding of 
polynomial interpolation as applied to engineering problems [Durand 1892, 1893a, 
1894a, 1894b, 1897, 1898, 19241. In these, he most often emphasized parabolic 
(second-order) interpolation. For example, in approximate integration Durand 
clearly recognized the improved accuracy that Simpson’s (second-order) rule (3) 
provided over the simpler trapezoidal rule (2). He commented, however, that use 
of Simpson’s (more complicated) rule “added opportunity for the commission of 
[computational] errors” [ 1894b, 421. That is, the additional numerical calculations 
involved with the implementation of Simpson’s rule could lead an investigator to 
misplace a decimal or digit, etc. This could, in turn, generate a greater error than 
that resulting from proper computation of a simpler, less accurate algorithm [ 11. 
Thus, Durand wrote, 
. . . a rule which would provide the simplicity of application inherent in the trapezoidal rule, 
and at the same time retain substantially the accuracy of the parabolic rule would be of great 
value. [Durand 1894b, 421 
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He devoted two articles [1894a, 1894b], both appearing in January 1894, to the 
derivation and presentation of such rules. The constructions given in both articles 
are essentially similar. They provide a series of quadrature formulas for approxi- 
mating (1) based initially on parabolic interpolating functions. 
Although well versed in the mathematical (and engineering) theory of his time, 
Durand had strong tendencies toward the practical application of theoretical 
results. For instance, in his response of 1916 to a research proposal on aircraft 
propellers, Durand commented: “I understand that the proposed investigation is 
solely theoretical and will not therefore add anything by way of fundamental 
data” (as quoted in [Vincenti 1979, 721; emphasis added]). These tendencies 
greatly influenced the development of his approximate integration routines. He 
began his mathematical constructions of these routines with integral approxima- 
tions based on parabolas, the simplest of which is given in (3). He also made use of 
Simpson’s so-called “five + eight” rule, which estimates the integral off(x) over 
the open interval 1x0, x~[, i.e., the first panel’s area, by integrating the parabolic 
arc through the three points (x0, fo), (XI, fi), and (~2, fi). The approximation be- 
comes 
~(S+&0, Xl) = 2 h (%I + vi - .m (5) 
[Durand 19241. The five + eight rule can provide improvement over the trapezoi- 
dal rule in both accuracy and exactness when information is available at x2 [2]. 
In a fashion similar to (5), the last panel over lx+1, xN[ has a five + eight 
approximation of 
&5+&N- 1, XN) = ; (-fN-2 + sfiv-, + 5fN). (6) 
An approximation to I based on a series of parabolic arcs is then the sum of (5), 
(6), and Simpson’s rule applied to the interior N - 2 panels: 14 = 1(5+&o, x1) + 
~2h xN-l) + &5+&N+ XN), to give 
fg = ; [5(fo +fN) + <fl +fN-,) + ls(f2 +fN-2) + 4 5lfz; + 2 N51hj-,]. (7) 
i=2 i=2 
The rule in (7) still requires N to be even, so it possesses no greater applicability 
than Simpson’s rule in (3). Durand discovered, however, that a rule based on (3) 
and (71, 
fc = & {9(h + fN) + Wfi + fN-1) + 23(f2 + fN-2) + 24 yh}, (8) 
i=3 
displayed a configuration that could be recovered for odd as well as even N. This 
quality was important, since it gave (8) a general applicability not available with 
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Simpson’s rule. When N is even, (8) is constructed as the average of (3) and (7). 
When N is odd, the configuration in (8) results from averaging Z~5+8)(~0, x1) + &(x1, 
xN) + i(s+g&+l, x~) with &x0, xN) [Durand 1894a, Eq. (23)]. That is, for odd N 
apply Simpson’s rule over the last N - 1 panels and add in both end-panel areas 
from application of the five + eight rules in (5) and (6). Then, average the resulting 
sum with Simpson’s rule applied to the first N - 1 panels. Individually these two 
parabolic arc-based formulas do not (properly) estimate I, but when averaged they 
yield a linear combination of the& that corresponds to the integral approximation 
in (8) [3]. 
The integral approximation in (8) is valid for any N L 3, although at N = 3 its 
construction actually coincides with the three-panel Newton-Cotes rule (also 
known as Simpson’s Q rule). At N = 4, (8) becomes 
[Durand 1894b]. At N = 5, follow (8) under the convention that a sum of any 
sequence from i = 3 to i = 2 is zero. 
By construction, the rule in (8) provides exact area calculations for parabolas. 
Unfortunately, it is not much simpler than Simpson’s rule, especially for small N. 
In addition, due to a symmetric cancellation of coefficients, Simpson’s rule is 
actually exact not only for parabolas, but also for cubic polynomials (a fact known 
to Durand [Durand 1894a, 14 11). Thus, use of the more complex rule in (8) incurs 
no greater accuracy than use of (3); hence, (8) can be said to be inadmissible 
relative to (3) for even N. (For odd N, Simpson’s rule does not exist, so that no 
meaningful comparison of (8) and (3) is possible.) 
Durand almost surely sensed this inadmissibility, although he made no explicit 
mention of it in either article of 1894. His priorities were clearly directed toward 
simplicity and applicability; heightened accuracy was a secondary concern. He 
seems to have had parabolic rules in mind only as springboards from which to 
construct alternative approximations. 
Durand’s next construction substituted trapezoidal approximations for the five 
+ eight approximations over both end panels in (7): 
(9) 
=- h (5th + fN) + 1305 + fN-,) + 12 &}- 12 i=2 
[Press et al. 1986, Eq. 4.1.121 derived (9) (hence the subscript, P) in essentially 
the same manner, noting that it possessed a mix of attributes from both the 
trapezoidal rule (2) and Simpson’s rule (3). Durand also recognized this condition: 
“Rule [&I is perhaps slightly less accurate than [Zc] . . . due to the use of the 
trapezoidal rule for each end section” [ 1894b, 423. He emphasized, however, that 
“ application of [&I is somewhat simpler than that of [Zc] and the loss in 
accuracy practically negligible” [ 1894b, 421. 
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Perhaps Durand still felt uncomfortable with the slight complexity involved 
with the rational fractions & and @ in (9), for he continued to provide an even 
simpler rule. 
Now, comparing [iP] with [&] it may be seen that 0.4 of the first ordinate will represent a value 
intermediate between A and #, while 1.1 the second with once the third will give an amount 
which is usually intermediate between % the second [added to] once the third [ , ] and $ the 
second [added to] jj the third. [1894b, 421 
That is, 0.4fo = H&f0 + QfO}, while 1. lfi + f2 = H(efi + f2) + ($$ + #f2)}. Making 
these substitutions (and considering them also at fN+ fN-1, and fN) yields a sim- 
ple, easily implemented rule of the form given in (4) above [4]. 
Durand’s rule in (4) was thus intended to average the accuracy of the parabola- 
based rule in (8) with the simplicity of the hybrid rule in (9). Of course, from our 
modern perspective, the simplicity of application provided by (4) is not crucial. 
Computer application of numerical integration techniques has removed much of 
the concern for complexity of implementation and possible errors in calculation. 
From Durand’s 19th-century, application-based perspective, however, it was 
clear that an algorithm for approximate integration that was both simple to calcu- 
late and fairly accurate was an important achievement. He clearly felt his new rule 
in (4) had achieved this goal: 
Coming now to [in], . . . , its accuracy is everything that can be desired for practical 
purposes, and in application there is but slightly more work than with the common trapezoi- 
dal rule. [ 1894b, 42; emphasis added] 
Durand [1894b] concluded by briefly illustrating the use of the rule in selected 
naval applications. For instance, 
. . . in finding the displacement of a ship of about 1,500 tons with 20 sections, the difference 
[between the complex parabolic rule in (8) and the simpler rule in (4)] was one part in 
125,000. . . . In finding the wetted surface of a ship having about 14,000 sq. ft. using 20 
sections, the difference was one part in 70,000. [Durand 1894b, 43 (the reference to “20 
sections” apparently indicates the use of 20 quadrature panels for the area approximation)] 
Despite Durand’s optimism and support, the integration rule in (4) did not 
appear to generate much early interest. Even in the massive, multivolume En- 
cyklopadie der mathematischen Wissenschaften (mit Einschluss ihrer Anwen- 
dungen), which appeared in the 2 decades following Durand [1894a, 1894b], no 
mention is made of any of Durand’ s hybrid composite formulas, Ic, Ip, or Zn, 
under the topics interpolation [Bauschinger 19011, approximate calculation of 
definite integrals [Brunel 1899; Seliwanoff 19011, quadrature [Runge & Willers 
19151, and integral equations [Voss 18991. The opportunity for such reference 
certainly existed: composite trapezoidal and parabolic (Simpson’s) rules were 
often mentioned in the Encyklopiidie (e.g., [Seliwanoff 1901,924-925; Voss 1899, 
120-121]), and Durand’s work in applications of numerical integration to differen- 
tial equations was recognized and cited [5]. Nonetheless, the utility and practical 
applicability of the numerical rule in (4) seem to have been overlooked. 
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Durand himself did not appear to pursue the use of his approximate rules for 
integration past their initial presentation. For example, in his 1898 article on 
approximate mathematical methods for differentiation, Durand noted the allied 
nature of approximate differentiation methods with those used in approximate 
integration. To illustrate this, he began with a brief review of methodology for 
approximate integration [Durand 1898, lOO- 1111, but his presentation was limited 
to only the trapezoidal rule (2) and Simpson’s rule (3). No mention was made of 
any other approximate integration rules from, e.g., either 1894 article, although 
they were clearly at Durand’s disposal [6]. Indeed, even in the 104-page mathe- 
matical refresher of his great six-volume series Aerodynamic Theory [Durand 
19341, Durand made no mention of any of his approximate rules. (It should be 
noted, however, that Durand clearly intended for this portion of the six-volume 
series simply to provide a theoretical, mathematical foundation for the engineer- 
ing material that followed. Thus the need to discuss numerical approximations for 
integral quantities was not great, and not even the trapezoidal rule was presented.) 
Today the advent of high-speed computing machinery has directed attention 
from the need for simplicity in numerical methods, including quadrature approxi- 
mations. It is no longer surprising that few sources cite Durand’s rule. When seen, 
the rule in (4) is typically associated with the measurement of the planar area of 
irregular curves and shapes (area mensuration) and is then only briefly displayed 
(e.g., [Burington 1940, 131). In defiance of this trend, perhaps, is the well-circu- 
lated Chemical Rubber Company (CRC) Standard Math Tables, where the rule 
first appeared in 1967 [Eves 19671 and has continually been presented in ongoing 
editions. 
APPENDIX: NOTATION SUMMARY 







True value of integral of f(x) 
Trapezoidal rule (closed, extended version) 
Trapezoidal rule in (2) applied only to panels of area 
between Xj and xk 
Simpson’s rule (closed, extended version) 
Simpson’s rule in (3) applied only to panels of area 
between Xj and xk 
(Simpson’s) five + eight rule applied to panel of area 
between x0 and x1 
(Simpson’s) five + eight rule applied to panel of area 
between xN-l and xN 
Parabolic rule based on 5 + 8 rules (5 & 6) and Simp- 
son’s rule (3) 
Parabolic rule derived by Durand [1894a, 1894131, based 
on Simpson’s rule (3) and (7) 
Parabolic-trapezoidal hybrid derived by Durand [1894a, 
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NOTES 
1. Translated into a current-day, computer-oriented concern, Durand’s caveat becomes much less 
critical At best, it warns one to allot greater CPU resources when computing more accurate approxi- 
mations. 
2. The approximation error over the interval IX,,, xt[ induced by use of the five + eight rule is E(~+~) = 
h4f’3)(4)/4, whenfc3) exists for some t E lx,-,, xl[ and h = x1 - x0 [Conte and de Boor 1972, Eq. 5.201. 
One can write this as JZ~+~) = O(h4ft3)); more simply, we say (5) is O(h4) with accuracyfc3j. The latter 
descriptor indicates that the approximation is exact for polynomials of degree two or less. The trape- 
zoidal approximation error over 1x0, xl[ is O(H) with accuracy onlyfc2) [Press et al. 1986, 1051. 
3. Durand [1894b] also suggested an asymmetric (parabolic) quadrature rule constructed solely by 
continuous application of the five + eight rule to the interior panels: 
&5+*) = z h h[5 + 13f, + 12 ;$*3A + llfN-* + 15&* + 4.&). 
4. Interestingly, Durand’s development of (4) from (9) was presented in a slightly simpler (and not 
exactly equivalent) manner in [Durand 1894a, 1431: “If instead of & and ti in [&.I we write .4 and 1.1, 
the difference will be slight, and the rule so modified will usually give a result lying between those 
given by [&I and [jr].” 
5. Runge and Willers [ 1915, 1481 cite Durand’s [1898] article on approximations for differential 
equations. 
6. This was unfortunate, since Durand’s 1898 article was one of his few early papers on numerical 
methods that was cited in the Encyklopiidie der mathematischen Wissenschufien (see [5]). Had he 
made some mention of his approximate integration rules in this article, the consequent citation in the 
Encyklopiidie might well have led to greater dissemination and use of these rules. 
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